
SHELLY ANN
Shelly is a social entrepreneur that focuses on bringing

ideas to light. How? Through the art of storytelling and

design thinking. Your brand is your story after all - let's

help you connect to your dreams.

OVERVIEW

TRANSFORMING THE WAY
YOU DO BUSINESS
I believe in the power of disrupting the status quo. My

innovative approach to creating powerful brand stories not

only supports your process of discovery, I help you find your

own personal creative genius. I  am here to influence the

entrepreneurial economy while also building an inclusive

community of thought-leaders + change-makers.

KEY ACTIONS 
01

Your Brand is Your Story 

I know how to help you find 

your voice and learn how to use it.

The market is saturated with ads

selling all sorts of products and

services, but I teach you how to sell

YOU.  

02
Design Thinking

My custom DSGN Thinking system

guides you through steps the best

designers in the world use to

ideate, prototype and iterate to

create a powerful idea and story.

One that is desired, feasible and

viable.

03
Branding and Design

My creative team can bring your

idea to light as you get ready to

share it with the world. We work

with you to create a beautiful

palette that will draw your ideal

client to you with ease. 

04
Content Creation 

I work with the best content

creators in the business. From

photography to video to copy

writing - we are a one stop shop for

what is the hardest element of any

business. Remember, YOU are the

content.

RATES START AT $75/HR. WITH ADD ON
AND MONTHLY RETAINER OPTIONS.



THE PROCESS
DSGN (design) Thinking is a powerful approach to fine

tuning your idea to make sure it is viable BEFORE you

launch it to the world. We know how to help you tap into

your creative genius using our proven ideation process.

DSGN  TH INK ING

OVERVIEW

WHAT IS DSGN THINKING?
We all come up with so many amazing ideas every day - just

sitting and staring out the window or even in the shower! The

problem is we rarely know where to begin. DSGN Thinking

helps your brain discover a system where it is trained how to

take an idea through a process: from IDEA to ACTION. The

hardest part is knowing you are a creative genius, Sometimes

you just need to proper tools to discover it.

KEY ACTIONS 
01

Ideate

We provide tools that will allow you

to uncover all the ways to come up

with a killer idea.  Generating lots of

ideas quickly and choosing the

right ones to move forward with.

Your mindset here is be playful.

02
Prototype

In order to know if your idea will

work you have to test it out! Making

your ideas come to life by building

something rough and rapid is the

way to do it. Your mindset here is

build to think.

03
Iterate

The only way to finalize your idea is

to keep testing! Repeating ideation

and prototyping over and over to

refine and move it forward. Your

mindset here is experiment your

way forward.

04
Launch

Once we complete the 3 Key

Actions we will work with you to

create a strategy to unveil your idea

to the world. From brand identity

to content creation we come up

with a comprehensive virtual

launch party! 

I HAD NO IDEA I NEEDED DESIGN THINKING AS AN ENTREPRENEUR UNTIL I WORKED WITH
SHELLY. AFTER GOING THROUGH EACH STEP WITH HER, I GAINED CLARITY AND A MUCH MORE
SOLID SENSE OF WHAT WAS IMPORTANT TO ME WITH MY NEW VENTURE. 
CLIENT, JODY PITTNER (THE JRP BRAND)


